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No doubt, so long as this feat is not accomplished, and, indeed,
to the generality of human beings, it is practically impossible, the
position taken by these thinkers is correct; and Shankar himself
admits its correctness1, and the distinctions of subject and object,
Imower and known, and the relations involved in them continue as
valid as ever.
But where complete self-realisation is possible (as to which, see
later on) and ensues in any given case, then, in such a case, the only
philosophically correct view is that All is Thought and all element
of plurality giving rise to variety must disappear as a differentiated
entity. One who has reached this stage, if haply there be any, sees
no differentiations anywhere ; to him All is Brahman. This is the
position which the Advaitin takes, and it is certainly the most impreg-
nable position logically.
Plurality presupposes relations—relations of subject and object,
fee., but " how (asks Shankar2) can the One enter into relations with.
itself?" He, however, concedes that having regard to the manifold of
existence manifested on itself by its own power, Mdyd, under its in-
telligent "guidance, Brahma may be assumed to have within it this
element of plurality, as its potential content, ndma roopa beeja sTiakti
roopam3. But such experience is our experience and the experience
probably of intelligences like our own. We cannot assume it to be
the experience of all possible intelligences. " The truths of the senses
are not necessarily the truths for all minds, but only truths for beings
with senses like ours.4 As in the Eleatic system, the universe is a ^mere
subjective phenomenon/3 possessing no such truth as that which.
Eeason might compel us to attribute to the Permanent One.5
1 Shankar's Gloss on Taitt. Up. II,  natures finds its consolation in passing
1; Chhand. TJp. 11, 23, Kath. Up. Ill, 14.   away from the contradictions of the
In the references I have given above  finite, from the enigmas which human
from Ohhslnd. Up. II, 23, Shankar life and history present, and in rising
appears to be distinctly against any  to that loftier point of view where they
uut a Sannydsm (ascetic in the fourth  vanish away in the thought of Him, of
order) striving for the highest know"   whom and through whom  and to
iedge. the others, he says, have duties  whom are all things to whom be
to perform and continue to be active  glory for ever ".
a q,   , ,  -,.       ... , „            s See Shankar's Gloss on Ved. Sutr:
. in-T^ ^L011 1^" ^rJJ'  1' 29 22 ; s- B- E- VOL 3^ P- 140-
n^^S^^I01-^                  4 Fernery Or. PhiV' pp 33 and 87.
Be!.."' pp. 245-246;                       5 Ibid. p. 86.
^The most exalted of religious

